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Outline for Discussion





How complaints are handled by the LPCC
Tips on how to respond to complaints
How to reduce the risk of a complaint being
made
Current ethical issues: termination of retainers
and the exercise of professional independent
judgment

Complaint Handling






Major restructure late 2010 – introduction of 3
operational areas: Rapid Resolution Team,
Investigation Team, Litigation Team
Impetus for restructure – minor complaints
being handled in same way as serious complaints
Use of an Enquiry Form rather than a
Complaint Form

Rapid Resolution Team






Focus on filtering minor complaints/inquiries
from serious complaints
Minor complaints/inquiries – dealt with solely
by RRT
Serious complaints – will be transferred to the
Investigation team, but RRT may have a part to
play
RRT acts within 24 hours and aims to conclude
most matters within 2 months

Rapid Resolution Team – minor
complaints/inquiries






May be resolved in first instance by the RRT without
input from the practitioner
May be conciliated (by phone or in person) by RRT to
achieve an outcome which both parties can live with
Usually require no written response from the
practitioner although sometimes documents may be
requested
If complainant/inquirer isn’t happy with preliminary
view of RRT or the proposed conciliated outcome –
dealt with as a complaint and is formally determined by
Law Complaints Officer.

Rapid Resolution Team – benefits


Benefits:
Gives the practitioner and the client immediate
satisfaction and resolution
 Saves the practitioner considerable time
 Frees up the Committee to deal with serious
complaints raising disciplinary issues on a timely
basis
 Preserves the “good will” between the practitioner
and client


Rapid Resolution Team – serious
complaints




Complaints raising both conduct issues and
other minor issues - RRT may attempt to resolve
the minor issues to narrow the scope of the
investigation (i.e. “shopping basket complaints”)
Serious complaints – RRT attempts to take the
heat out of the complaint and also gives the
practitioner the chance to show insight so as to
mitigate conduct

Investigations







Investigates allegations of unsatisfactory
professional conduct and professional
misconduct made by complainants and on own
initiative
Written responses are required
Time frame 6 – 12 months for most
investigations, but may be longer if particularly
complex
All matters determined by the Committee unless
withdrawn by complainant

Committee






Committee may dismiss complaint, refer to SAT
(goes to Litigation Team to handle) or offer to
exercise summary conclusion powers only if
UPC
Summary conclusion powers – requires consent
of practitioner, chance to convince Committee
no UPC
Advantages of summary conclusion – private,
faster, less stressful, lesser penalties

Impact of Changes





During 11 months of 2011/2012 year, RRT
dealt with ~1,400 RRT inquiries and opened
~30 RRT complaint files
During the same period ~ 109 investigation files
were opened
In previous years, the LPCC has investigated
about 550 complaints/conduct investigations
per annum

Impact of Changes – cont.




Decrease in the number of outstanding
complaints/conduct investigations from 337 as
at 30 June 2011 to 140 as at the end of May
2012
Positive response from practitioners and clients
who have experienced the RRT approach – time
saving and straightforward

Tips on How to Respond to
Complaints







Use the opportunity to have the dispute
conciliated by RRT before it develops into a
formal complaint
Read the correspondence from the LPCC
carefully and provide a full and accurate
response to the complaint
Avoid taking a defensive stance
Be frank

Tips on How to Respond to
Complaints – cont.





Be courteous – don’t shoot the messenger
Respond on a timely basis and comply with all
requirements to provide information
Get help – seek assistance from a senior
member of the profession. Senior Counsel
provide guidance to practitioners in professional
conduct matters in many circumstances for no
fee

How to Reduce Risk of Complaints




The areas of complaint giving rise to the
majority of new inquiries/complaints received
during the 2011/2012 financial year were costs
issues, lack of communication, unethical
conduct (includes discourtesy) and delay
Resolve the cost issue and the complaint
invariably falls away

How to Reduce Cost Complaints







Take the time at the beginning of the retainer to
ensure client understands how you intend to
charge
Make sure your cost disclosure is relevant
Don’t use overly large ranges for estimates
Ensure special arrangements (eg no win, no fee)
are put in writing
Don’t cut corners on costs disclosure with
friends

How to Reduce Cost Complaints
cont.




Don’t simply bill in accordance with recorded
time – must actively turn your mind to whether
the costs being charged are consistent with your
professional obligations ie bills must be fair and
reasonable
Consider whether work has been reasonably
done, is there any duplication, is the amount
charged in proportion with the amount in
dispute, are the disbursements reasonable

How to Reduce Cost Complaints
cont.


What not to charge legal costs for:
Non legal work
 Work beyond the scope of retainer or done for the
lawyer’s and not the client’s benefit
 Work done as a result of a lawyer’s mistake
 Refer QLD Regulatory Guide from QLD Legal
Services Commissioner


How to Reduce Discourtesy
Complaints




Must display courtesy at all times to your client,
the courts and third parties
Some examples of what to avoid: LPCC and MI
[2012] WASAT 58 and LPCC and MI [2011]
WASAT 1

How to Reduce Complaints of Lack
of Diligence





Even short periods of delay can amount to
unsatisfactory professional conduct
Have good procedures in place, communicate
with your client, seek extensions, make
alternative arrangements
If you’re a sole practitioner, don’t take on
matters you will be too busy to handle or
beyond means to handle due to size and
complexity

Current Ethical Issues


Termination of Retainers:
To reduce need for termination establish ground
rules up front
 Ensure there is good cause for termination - don’t
seek to terminate just because a client has contacted
the LPCC
 Take care to avoid foreseeable harm
 Notify the client of termination and file and serve
necessary notices


Current Ethical Issues cont.


Need to exercise professional independent
judgment:
Not be a mere agent and mouthpiece for client
 LPCC and C [2012] WASAT 77 – care needed
before allege fraud
 C and LPCC [2012] WASAT 87 – Tribunal upheld
the exercise of a lawyer’s independent judgment


Conclusion




Complaints are avoidable – be polite,
communicate, don’t delay and ensure your
charges are fair and reasonable
If a complaint or inquiry is made to the LPCC
about you – deal with it appropriately, engage
with the legal officer handling it, seek advice

